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Resources

• Literacy Lessons Part 1 pgs 49-50

• Literacy Lessons Part 2 pgs 42-45

• Change Over Time – Chapter 3 & 4

• Journal of Reading Recovery 

– What’s the Word? by Noel Jones Fall 2006

– Taking Words A-part, Ap-art, Apar-t  While Reading 

by Betsy Kaye Fall 2008

• Webinar – Orchestrating Learning: Letters, 

Sounds, Words, Continuous Texts – Mary Fried



Protocol

Know Think You Know Want to Know



d) I can take words apart

Warnings

• When the teacher starts to work on ‘breaking 

words apart’ she must watch her own behaviour 

closely

– Models from left to right

– Building up the string of letters needed

– If (not when) the child catches on to her 

demonstrations she will not need to talk about this 

emphasis on letter order

LLPT 2 p42



When the child can work well with 

LID (approximately 15-20 letters including UC & LC) 

• Supplement the letter work for the day with 

some quick work on words in isolation

• Choose words from familiar reading or the 

second reading from yesterday’s book or 

yesterday’s writing

• Select words made up almost entirely of letters 

the child already knows

LLPT 2 p42



1 ~ Letter by letter

• Build a carefully chosen word

deliberately

from left to right

letter by letter

at eye level

directly in front of the child

• Then talk about breaking up the word into letters.

LLPT 2 p42



Say…

“If I were going to write this word we would 

have to make it letter by letter.”

• Use known words at first to make it easy. You 

are teaching how to do this.

Partners

LLPT 2 p42



Caution

• This is not an activity intended to have him 

memorize a new word.

• Initially children do not understand the 

relationship of letters to words.

• They find it difficult to decide what is a letter 

and what is a word.

• We must be careful not to increase the child’s 

difficulties.

LLPT 2 p42



Sorting directionality and letters

• The child is establishing the habit of working 

LR through a word (eyes are learning to 

recognise the identity of each letter when it is 

approached from the left side.

b      d       p       q      e      a      k      y      t     f

LLPT 2 p42



Teachers can help but sorting will take time

• Break letters out of the intact word on the right and 

move them one by one over to the left

• Have the child on your left

• Construct words at the MB letter by letter first to last 

and then read the word (sometimes using a LR 

sweep with your finger)

• The child [builds] a copy of your word pass him the ML 

for that word one by one in correct sequence. Then 

ask, 

“What word have you made?”
LLPT 2 p42



In a very short time…

• The child should have a consistent LR 

approach to letters in words he sees.

• Check (from time to time) on the concepts of ‘a 

letter’ and ‘a word’.

Is he holding on firmly to the distinction?

LLPT 2 p43



On a 3-4 letter word ask questions like 

this depending on child’s competence: 

• How many letters are there in that (short) word?

• Show me one letter.

• Show me one word.

• Show me a short word.

• Show me a long word.

This is just checking! Progress is gradual: slip-ups are to be 

expected!   Lapses may occur occasionally. 

LLPT 2 p43



Lapses can reactivate old confusions…

• Take time to deal with them early. 

Two things are important:

1. Be consistent with yourself.

Always work from LR – habit will become 

established quite easily (without talking about it)

Habit will be reinforced in every text reading 

and writing situation

Do not force the issue, but make sure every 

child perfects it within a few weeks. LLPT 2 p43



Letters make up words

2. Children may be slow to consolidate this idea.

This is not about teaching words or counting 

letters.

It is possible to know many letters, and words 

without being clear how letters go together to 

construct a word.
Teachers must allow for the fact that from time to time there may be a child who 

does not understand this relationship (until later in lesson series) 

As writing improves = distinction becomes clearer

LLPT 2 p43



2 ~ Inflectional endings

• Shift to another kind of break – assemble a 

word quickly and then add on a final inflection

Plural ‘s’ or verb ending like ‘ing’

Possessive ‘s’ and ‘ed’ endings introduce some 

confusions

USE WITH CARE.

LLPT 2 p43



• Choose a word of one syllable plus an inflection 

from a previous text context,

‘looking’ or ‘going’

• Assemble it quickly. LR 

• Ask the child to watch carefully as you run your 

finger left to right under it.

LLPT 2 p43



Say…

• What’s the first letter in ‘look’?

• Can you hear the last part of ‘looking’?

• We can take the first part away (to the left).

Partners

LLPT 2 p43



• Demonstrate, moving ‘look’ to the left and then 

bringing the inflection over to it and reading it 

for the child. 

• Have the child do this and read it as a whole and 

as two parts.

• Repeat this for a day or two with the same word, 

or for a fast learner with another known and 

common word like ‘go’. 

• Then have him try it alone on another word he 

knows.

LLPT 2 p43 & 44



• Make a note to ‘refresh’ the experiences from 

time to time. 

• Find further examples in his writing and reading, 

today and for the next few days.

Now he is probably going to do this on a new 

word, one he is currently learning to recognise.

LLPT 2 p44



3 ~ Consolidation

• Don’t move to the third step too soon.

• Moving LR across a word should be 

becoming a preferred way to do this work.

• A next step would be to demonstrate breaking a 

known word of one syllable (with no inflection) 

into two parts 

‘hand’ or ‘wish’ or ‘with’ or ‘book’

LLPT 2 p44



Use a standard procedure in demonstrating:

I recommend that she consistently use the onset and rime 

break although she would not be teaching or encouraging 

the child to copy this.

LLPT 2 p44



Ask the child to watch

• Build the word ‘went’ 

• Very deliberately, pull the ‘w’ towards the left 

leaving the ‘ent’ on the right.

• Move the ‘ent’ across to compete the word

• Then ask the child to break the word into two 

parts.

The child may make the break anywhere as long as he gets 

two parts. LLPT 2 p44



• Will often mimic the teacher

• Do not bother him with your concepts of onset 

and rime until much later – after he has become 

very comfortable with breaking into two parts

• You have already taught him to break the word 

up into single letters.

Now in contrast, he is breaking words 

into just two parts.

• Let him find some way of taking that word apart 

(in either reading or writing). 

LLPT 2 p44



Be flexible!

At this point we only need the child to learn the 

general principle, that words can be broken in more than 

one way.

LLPT 2 p44



Ask the child to…

• Use the hand and eye together on the 

manipulation task. This is important.

• Assemble the intact word first. All the letters are 

supplied by the teacher in correct sequence.

LLPT 2 p44



Attend to one type of break in any lesson!

• Steps 1, 2, and 3 have helped the child to break 

words apart

• You may have talked about the number of letters in earlier 

lessons to stress the letter-word distinction.

• At this stage the child’s attention should be on parts and wholes. 

The number of letters should not be mentioned.

LLPT 2 p44 - 45



• If the teacher consistently uses one kind of 

break this will become vaguely familiar to the 

child. 

• At a later time in his lesson series when taking 

words apart in reading text or in writing 

messages, or when he is ready to get to new 

words by analogy with known words (page 143) 

you may re-introduce the onset and rime 

concept.

LLPT 2 p45



4

• Make a note of examples from other parts of the 

lesson of the child’s current work…

in reading

or writing

…which lend themselves to this work on breaking.

• Spend a little time on them here.

LLPT 2 p45



5 ~ break a word apart in other 

lesson activities

• Take occasional opportunities to break a word 

apart in other lesson activities

• Leave the child free to break the word 

anywhere, but make sure that his eyes move left 

to right across the words.

LLPT 2 p45



Hearing vs seeing

• Although children can hear syllable breaks and 

final inflections 

‘shopping’ and ‘played’

• It is probably too early for the child to use those 

sound signals to guide his word-solving in 

reading

LLPT 2 p45



Caution

• Drawing too much attention to the end of word 

breaks the LR habit being fostered in this 

early period. It encourages the eye to jump 

about in random ways.

• Avoid this until you recognise that the child is 

reading well.

• As a competent reader or writer the child will 

have to respect sequence to handle multisyllabic 

words 

‘crocodile’ or ‘caterpillar’ LLPT 2 p45



6 ~ Graphemes & Phonemes

• As the child progresses through these steps the 

teacher will be aware that both the

visual forms of the letters

and the phonemes they can represent 

are becoming more familiar to the child

• Sometimes he lets you know that he ‘hears’ the 

letter and sometimes it is obvious that he ‘sees’ 

the letter.

LLPT 2 p45



• Use letter names or sounds following the child’s 

lead as to which he finds easy.

• Gradually help him to switch from letter name 

to letter sound so he develops two alternate 

routes to the written language code.

LLPT 2 p45



Examples

• Writing = cut up sentence

– Done daily by the teacher from child’s writing = 

breaking words out of text

– Breaking text into words is obvious to the child in 

writing, especially when you insist on spaces between 

words.

• Reading = authors (printers) break words in the 

text layout

– Take opportunities to comment on print in his 

books (as they arise)
LLPT 2 p45



It is not the main purpose of these early 

activities to teach new words.

LLPT 2 p46



• While the child is extending his reading and 

writing vocabularies….

he is also becoming more aware of 

- how words can be broken out of speech, 

- how sounds (and letters) can be broken out of 

words. 

• Later the child will be learning how to work with 

new words on the run as he is reading texts.

LLPT 2 p46



Encourage Flexibility

Work to ensure that what is learned in one place is 

transportable to another place.

The aim of this work with words in isolation is to 

have him know about how words work and be 

able to use this awareness while reading texts 

and while writing.

LLPT 2 p 47 & p138


